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Abstract 
District heating through the Swedish model has proven to be an environmental and financially 
beneficial solution for heating. By reusing energy resources that normally would be wasted con-
tributes district heating in an effective way to the society’s energy consumption. Today district 
heating stands for more than fifty percent of the heat supply to the Swedish residential and service 
sector buildings. The long tradition in the area has generated knowledge and experiences that to-
day are applicable to other countries that are looking for more environmental conscious heating 
alternatives. 
 
The goal and purpose with this thesis has been to use the Swedish knowledge gained in district 
heating and apply them in United Kingdom, where district heating currently comprise a low pro-
portion of the total energy supply. Through an analytical method, the effective width (ground 
area/trench length) has been calculated for several city districts in Halmstad and Göteborg. This 
material has been used to decide the distribution costs depending on different charicaristic num-
bers and by so the capital cost for district heat distribution has been estimated for some selected 
city districts in Slough, United Kingdom. 
 
The result indicates that the effective width can be constant, although this cannot be verified due 
to possible noice in the data. The capital cost for Slough has shown being slightly higher than the 
estimated capital cost in the Swedish city districts. During the work of this thesis, differences in 
the residential living structure in respective country have been identified, which can be a contrib-
uting explaination to the higher capital cost in Slough. Though the results still supports the in-
crease in usage of district heating in United Kingdom, if low cost heat is available. 
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Sammanfattning 
Fjärrvärme är enligt svensk modell ett miljövänligt och ekonomiskt försvarbart 
uppvärmingsalternativ. Energikällor som normalt skulle gå förlorade tas till vara på ett effektivt 
sätt och bidrar till samhällets energiförsörjning. Idag svarar fjärrvärmen för drygt hälften av 
Sveriges uppvärmningsbehov i bostäder och lokaler, där en lång tradition har genererat kunskaper 
och erfarenheter som idag är applicerbara i länder där behovet av ett miljövänligare 
uppvärmingsform efterfrågas. 
 
Målet och syftet med den här uppsatsen har varit att använda sig av svenska erfarenheter och 
applicera dem i Storbritannien, som för närvarande har en mycket låg andel fjärrvärme. Genom en 
analytisk metod har den effektiva bredden (markarea/ledningslängd) tagits fram för ett flertal 
stadsdelar i de svenska städerna Halmstad och Göteborg. Detta underlag har sedan kunnat 
bestämma distributionskostnaderna beroende på olika karakteristiska tal och härigenom har 
kapitalkostnaden för värmedistribution fastställts i ett utvalt antal stadsdelar i staden Slough, 
Storbritannien.  
 
Resultatet har visat att den effektiva bredden kan antas vara konstant, men det är inte verifierat, ty 
det finns inslag av förmodade störningspunkter, som beror på otydlig indata. Kapitalkostnaden för 
Slough har visat sig ligga något högre i värde än de svenska områdenas uppskattade 
kapitalkostnader. Under arbetets gång har det uppmärksammats skillnader i respektive länders 
bostadsstruktur, detta kan vara en bidragande orsak till de något högre kapitalkostnaderna. 
Resultater stödjer ändå fjärrvärmens framtida utbredning i Storbritannien.  
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1. Introduction 
The term sustainable development arised from the UN-report “Our common future” issued in 
1987 and is often defined as “sustainable development is development that meets the needs of 
the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs". 
This includes the importance of a healthy environment and the interaction of ecology, econ-
omy and social sustainability, [1]. Today the human kind is standing in front of the challenge 
to reduce the dependence of fossil fuels and find a way to a sustainable society without jeop-
ardizing our welfare. 

1.1 Background 
Our society is built on the dependence of energy. Energy is needed for heating and cooling, 
for lighting and for electronic appliance, for transportation, production, and distribution of 
merchandises and services, [2]. To retain the future energy needs and visions, district heating 
is an environmental option for heating. By reusing the energy resources that normally would 
be lost, for example industrial surplus heat, energy from waste and remnants from forest fell-
ing, district heating contributes to the social energy reliance in a more efficient way, [3].  
 
District heating is a technical system that is used to provide cities or districts with heat from a 
common heat district system, [4]. The heat is produced in heat only boilers or in central Com-
bined Heat and Power (CHP). In Sweden the main part of the energy from district heating is 
generated from renewable fuels. District heating through the Swedish model has proven to be 
an environmental success compared to smaller individual fossil fuel boilers, since fossil fuels 
are heavily taxed. Within large-scale combustion, the advantages are also fewer transporta-
tions, a higher degree of efficiency in boilers and emission reductions. 
 
The first Swedish district heating system started 1948 in the city of Karlstad, [5]. Today dis-
trict heating is the most common form of heating in Sweden, accounts about 50 % of the heat 
supply with the total of 49 TWh produced heat every year. During the year of 2006 approxi-
mately 76% of the apartment blocks were only heated from district heating, the corresponding 
shares for small houses was 10% and in the service sector 59 %, [2]. Further district heat is 
delivered to customers having more than one heating system. 
 
Thanks to this the Swedish carbon dioxide emissions for urban city areas are 63-87% lower 
than European cities, using fuel oil and natural gas for heating, [5]. If we can use the Swedish 
experiences about district heating and implement them in other European countries these can 
be major steps to reach climate targets and reduce carbon dioxide emissions.  
 
United Kingdom is dominated by natural gas for heating. Only 1 % of the buildings are con-
nected to a district heating network and 6 % of the electricity demand comes from CHP, most 
of which is in industry, [6]. Some few district heating systems exist today in Nottingham, 
Sheffield, Southampton, London-Whitehall etc. Heating and powering homes produces more 
than a quarter of Britain’s carbon dioxide emissions, [7]. To reduce the use of natural gas for 
heating and replace it with renewable options it is important to review the possibilities of dis-
trict heating expansion in United Kingdom. 
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1.2 Purpose  
The aim with this project is to use the Swedish experiences about district heating and try to 
implement them in United Kingdom.  

1.3 Objective 
The goal is to develop an analytical method showing the actual distribution cost level for dis-
trict heating in Sweden. By using the effective width (ground area/trench length), which is a 
way to estimate how effective the pipeline systems are placed within various districts in the 
cities of Halmstad and Göteborg, the relative demand of pipelines within a city district is de-
fined.  
 
The task is to simulate and establish the distribution cost depending on characteristic figures.  
Decide the linear heat density (heat sold/trench length), and by this determine the capital cost 
of heat distribution in a number of chosen districts in the city of Slough, United Kingdom.  

1.4 Scope of work 
The project covers mapping of the Swedish cities Halmstad and Göteborg, were focus lies on 
larger dwellings, since a report is available with information about city districts with detaced 
houses. The project will only include the distribution costs. A survey of the city Slough out-
side London has been conducted. 
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2. Method 
According to Swedish tradition, multiples of Watt-hours (Wh) are used for heat volumes in 
this thesis. 

2.1 Research Strategy 
The project has been performed in the following steps: 
 

– Planning and formulation of the problem 
– Data Collection Sweden 
– Selection of districts in Halmstad and Göteborg 
– Collection of key figures  
– Qualify the residential living area 
– Information about trench length of heating pipes and heat demand 
– Data Collection United Kingdom 
– Selection of method for area classification  
– Collection of key figures  
– Calculations 
– Study and compilation of the result  
– Thesis writing 

 

2.2 Data Collection 

2.2.1 Selection of districts in Halmstad and Göteborg 
The thesis intends to do a survey on a number of districts in Halmstad and Göteborg, the first 
step was to find information about official statistics in the specific areas. A part of this infor-
mation was available at Halmstad and Göteborg cities official websites or through contact 
with their offices of statistics. Through our selection method, we decided to use 34 districts in 
the two cities. 
 
The following steps are: 

- The districts needed to be connected to the district heating network 
- Review of detailed maps to evaluate the density of dwellings and to exclude areas with 

big parts of greenbelts. 
- By comparing the number of residents in small houses versus larger dwellings have a 

majority of districts been excluded where small houses are most common.   

2.2.2 Collection of key figures 
Collection of key figures in the chosen districts has been obtained by the offices of statistics 
in Halmstad and Göteborg. The key figures include statistics of population, dwellings and 
ground areas.  

2.2.3 Qualify the residential living area 
The residential living areas have been qualified by the description of property handed from 
the municipal building offices in the two cities. A real estate database program has then been 
used for further information. 
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2.2.4 Information about trench length of district heating pipes and heat demand 
Halmstad Energi och Miljö AB and Göteborg Energi AB provided the information regarding 
the extension of district heating, length of pipes and heat demand divided per district.  

2.2.5 Selection of method for area classification, United Kingdom 
We have used an area classification divided into Output areas (OA), Lower Output areas 
(LSOA) and Middle Layer Super Output areas (MSOA) that can be referred to the census-
database system. By these method 15 Lower Output areas has been selected.   

2.2.6 Collection of key figures, United Kingdom 
The information has been collected in cooperation with the British consult agency Building 
Research Establishment Ltd (BRE) in Watford. National statistics have been used to collect 
the key figures, and in those cases the data has been insufficient for usage, evaluations have 
been made by standardized methods. 

2.3 Criticism of the sources 
Before we received the information from databases and public registers, the material had in 
the most cases already been sorted. We have not been able to go through the original sources 
depending on secrecy reasons or shortage of time, the sources can therefore not be surely veri-
fied. Misunderstandings between us and contact persons, depending on question formulation 
or lack of knowledge might also be a factor.   
 
There is a risk with study of literature to use misleading and conflicting information, why the 
information was searched from varied sources. 
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3 District Heating 

3.1 Fundamental principles 
The fundamental idea of district heating is simple. Water is heated in a central plant and by an 
isolated network of pipes in the ground distributed to the customers. 
 
Local fuel or heat resources that would otherwise be wasted are used to satisfy local customer 
heat demands, for example industrial surplus, energy from waste and remnants from forest 
felling. District heating is only an environmental and economic positive investment if it in-
cludes the three obligatory elements: a local suitable cheap heat resource, a local market heat 
demand, and a local connecting pipe network in the area, [8].  
 
District heat systems are usually divided in three part systems:  

- Production plants 
- Distribution network 
- Consumers installation 

 
In the production plants the fuel converts to heat as hot water or steam with high pressure and 
high temperature. The heat then transfers from the production plant to the network of pipes. 
The network system is buried in the ground under streets or parks. In the forward pipes the 
water temperature is between 70 and 120°C, depending on the weather and time of year. The 
temperature of the return water varies between 35 and 70°C, [8]. Heat is then transferred from 
the network of pipelines into individual buildings through a heat exchanger At least two inter-
nal distribution systems exists in the buildings, one system for heat to the radiators and one 
system for domestic hot water. 

3.2 Distribution cost 
The business concept of district heating is that central heat sources can provide heat to a lower 
price than local heat production can. With this an unavoidable cost to distribute the heat to the 
customers arises. If district heating will be competitive to other heating options the distribu-
tion cost must be less than the difference in production cost for local and central heat produc-
tion, [4]. The components of the distribution cost are the capital cost from the initial invest-
ment, the heat loss cost, the electricity cost for pressure drop, and the maintenance cost. Here, 
we will focus on the capital cost part, since it dominates the total distribution cost. 
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Figure 1.Fundamental differences in the cost structure for local and central production of heat. 
Reproduction of a figure in [4], reproduced by permission.  
 
The capital cost consists of interest and instalments for investments in distribution pipes and 
is more than half of the total distribution cost. Normally is the investment expenditure per 
meter trench length linear dependent on the dimension of the pipes, [4]. 
 
K/L = C1 + C2 * d  [€/m]  (Equ. 1) 
 
Where  
 
K/L = investment expenditure per meter trench length 
C1, C2 = absolute terms  [€/m and. €/m2, respectively] 
d = inner diameter of pipes  [m] 
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4 Statistics from Sweden 
For the planning of cities in Sweden data with a smaller geographical classification than coun-
ties, municipalities and parishes are needed. According to this the Statistics Sweden has a key 
code system (NYKO). Key coding means that a number of real estate’s are connected into a 
district within the municipalities. Every individual is connected to the description of the prop-
erty where they live, and by this it is possible to show varied statistics within the districts, [9]. 

4.1 Halmstad 
Halmstad is situated on the west coast of Sweden in the county of Halland. With 89 727 in-
habitants and 43 013 households is Halmstad the 18th largest city in Sweden, [10]. 
In the early 1980’s the expansion of district heating in Halmstad started, today is Halmstad 
Energi och Miljö AB the district heating provider in the local area. The waste incineration is 
the base in the production, but also biomass fuel and waste heat is used, [11]. 
For a detailed map over the districts and the extension of the district heating network in 
Halmstad, see appendix 1 
 
The collected data for the nine city districts in Halmstad is presented in table 1. 
 
Table 1. Collected data for nine districts in Halmstad 
Code District Population 

(P)  
Ground 
Area (A) 
[km2] 

Total 
residential 
living area 
(a) [m2] 

Total Heat 
Demand 
(Q) [MWh] 

Total 
trench 
length of 
district 
heating 
pipes (L) 
[m] 

8103 Centrum Väster 995 0.29 110795 21647 4631 
8107 Galgberget 3792 1.71 312023 49872 17601 
8202 Centrum Öster 2790 0.49 137718 20579 7220 
8203 Nyatorp 2213 0.52 100500 20012 10265 
8206 Nyhem 4204 0.61 204017 28557 10124 
8211 Linehed 5063 1.24 176982 26400 12518 
8212 Andersberg 4177 0.72 144077 23493 4453 
8213 Östra förstaden 995 0.10 62899 10931 2316 
8301 Vallås väster 3808 2.38 123773 19244 8767 
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4.2 Göteborg 
Göteborg is the second largest city of Sweden located on the west coast in the mouth of Göta 
River. The city has a population of 501 429 in 2009, with a total of 900 000 inhabitants in 
Greater Göteborg, [12]. The district heating provider in the area is Göteborg Energi. With 
almost 1000 km of district heating pipes is the network one of the largest in Sweden. Half of 
the district heating production is surplus heat from waste combustion and refineries, the re-
maining is heat produced by wood chips and natural gas, [13]. For a detailed map over the 
districts and the extension of the district heating network in Göteborg, see appendix 1. 
 
The collected data for the 25 city districts in Göteborg is presented in table 1. 
 
Table 2. Collected data for 25 districts in Göteborg. 
Code District Population 

(P)  
Ground 
Area  (A) 
[km2] 

Total 
resi-
dential 
living 
area 
(a) 
[m2] 

Total Heat 
Demand 
(Q) [MWh] 

Total 
trench 
length of 
district 
heating 
pipes (L) 
[m] 

3304 Norra Kortedala 6020 1.71 211331 39485 10333 
6201 Olskroken 5563 1.14 411258 50060 10061 
6202 Redbergslid 2602 0.23 100958 15315 3988 
6204 Bagaregården 3251 0.47 110828 16306 6110 
6208 Lunden 10327 1.16 426584 68332 22337 
7112 Landala 4529 0.26 225815 37862 4149 
7113 Guldheden 8912 1.41 418138 72230 9330 
7114 Lorensberg 1663 0.40 172010 36674 6686 
7115 Vasastaden 6423 0.60 585397 96413 11486 
8105 Masthugget 10965 0.74 618130 97772 9471 
8107 Haga 4095 0.34 239151 34448 4343 
8108 Annedal 3895 0.26 184614 34285 3429 
8109 Olivedal 10795 0.56 624332 92034 10613 

10509 Kaverös 3740 0.51 180609 22189 3232 
10510 Flatås 3331 0.60 171981 32760 3832 
10511 Högsbohöjd 3714 0.43 117346 20059 4326 
10512 Högsbotorp 5810 0.84 274415 46219 7050 
12513 Tofta 2317 0.72 115785 15531 2066 
12515 Järnbrott 3272 0.79 107177 17150 12983 
12517 Frölunda Torg 5366 0.72 277874 46464 5691 
17709 Jättesten 5986 1.55 144771 24332 23370 
18401 Brämaregården 9468 3.86 597503 105271 21855 
18402 Kvillebäcken 8501 4.20 390234 54314 18943 
18403 Slättadamm 3449 1.14 131613 22024 9972 
18710 Sannegården 9840 4.24 402627 57354 29530 
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5 Effective width and cost of district heating pipes in Sweden 

5.1 Characteristic figures 
Typical characteristic figures have been used to determine the linear heat density and the ef-
fective width  
 
Population density   p = P/A  (Equ. 2) 
Residential living area per capita  rla = a/P  (Equ. 3) 
Plot ratio    r = a/A  (Equ. 4) 
Specific heat demand   q = Q/a  (Equ. 5)  
Effective width   w = A/L  (Equ. 6) 
Heat density   htd = Q/A  (Equ. 7) 
  
Where 
 
P = population 
A = total ground area 
a = total residential living area 
Q = total heat demand 
L = total trench length of district heating pipes 

5.2 Linear heat density 
The linear heat density (Qs/L) reflects the dimensions and lengths of the pipes involved in the 
heat delivery and the costs connected with it. The linear heat density varies for Swedish dis-
trict heating networks between 1 and 10 MWh/m and year (mode 3.3 MWh/m), [14]. 
 
The linear heat density can be estimated:  
 
Qs/L = q * r * w         [MWh/m]  (Equ. 7)   
 
Or; 
 
Qs/L = q * rla * p * w    (Equ. 7) 
As; r = rla * p 

5.3 Effective width 
The effective width (A/L) is a way to rate how effective the pipeline systems are placed 
within an area. Available statistics for Swedish district heating systems are unusual, but ac-
cording to figures in one report, the calculated average effective width for 39 districts with 
detaced houses was 82 meter, [15]. 
 
Qs/L = q * rla * p * w → w = Qs/L / ((Q/a) * (a/P) * (P/A)) → w = A/L [m]
     (Equ. 6) 
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5.4 Characteristics figures Sweden 
The characteristics figures according to 5.1-5.3 are summarised in table 3 for Halmstad and 
table 4 for Göteborg. 
 
Table 3. Calculated characteristic figures for Halmstad based on the collected data in table 1 
Code District Plot 

ratio  
(r =a/A) 

Population 
density 
(p=P/A)  

Specific 
heat 
demand 
(q=Q/a) 

Residential 
living area 
per capita 
 (rla = a/P) 

Effective 
width 
(A/L) [m] 

Linear 
heat den-
sity (Qs/L) 
[MWh/m] 

8103 Centrum Väster 0.38 3431 195 111 63 4.67 
8107 Galgberget 0.18 2218 160 82 97 2.83 
8202 Centrum Öster 0.28 5694 149 49 68 2.85 
8203 Nyatorp 0.19 4256 199 45 51 1.94 
8206 Nyhem 0.33 6892 140 49 60 2.82 
8211 Linehed 0.14 4083 149 35 99 2.11 
8212 Andersberg 0.20 5801 163 35 162 5.28 
8213 Östra förstaden 0.63 9950 174 63 43 4.72 
8301 Vallås väster 0.05 1600 156 33 271 2.19 

 
 Table 4. Calculated characteristic figures for Göteborg based on the collected data in Table 2 
Code District Plot 

ratio  
(r =a/A) 

Population 
density 
(p=P/A)  

Specific 
heat 
demand 
(q=Q/a) 

Residential 
living area 
per capita 
 (rla = a/P) 

Effective 
width 
(A/L) 

Linear 
heat den-
sity (Qs/L) 
[MWh/m] 

3304 Norra Kortedala 0.12 3520 187 35 166 3.82 
6201 Olskroken 0.36 4880 122 74 113 4.98 
6202 Redbergslid 0.44 11313 152 39 58 3.84 
6204 Bagaregården 0.24 6917 147 34 77 2.67 
6208 Lunden 0.36 8903 160 41 52 3.06 
7112 Landala 0.87 17419 168 50 63 9.12 
7113 Guldheden 0.30 6321 173 47 151 7.74 
7114 Lorensberg 0.43 4158 213 103 60 5.49 
7115 Vasastaden 0.98 10705 165 91 52 8.39 
8105 Masthugget 0.84 14818 159 56 78 10.32 
8107 Haga 0.70 12044 144 58 78 7.93 
8108 Annedal 0.71 14981 186 47 76 9.99 
8109 Olivedal 1.15 19277 147 58 53 8.67 

10509 Kaverös 0.35 7333 123 48 158 6.87 
10510 Flatås 0.34 5552 191 52 157 8.54 
10511 Högsbohöjd 0.27 8637 171 32 99 4.64 
10512 Högsbotorp 0.33 6917 168 47 119 6.55 
12513 Tofta 0.16 3218 134 50 348 7.52 
12515 Järnbrott 0.14 4142 160 33 61 1.32 
12517 Frölunda Torg 0.28 7453 167 52 126 8.16 
17709 Jättesten 0.09 3862 168 24 66 1.04 
18401 Brämaregården 0.15 2453 176 63 177 4.82 
18402 Kvillebäcken 0.09 2024 139 46 222 2.87 
18403 Slättadamm 0.13 3025 167 38 114 2.21 
18710 Sannegården 0.09 2321 142 41 150 1.94 
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5.5 The effective width as a function of plot ratio 
In chart 1, figures from the data collection has been used together with information from a 
report with corresponding statistics for 39 detached house districts, [15]. Plot ratio is a pa-
rameter that shows the relation between the residential living area and ground area. It explains 
the quantity of the total ground area that is occupied by residential living area. A high plot 
ratio shows that the population lives compact, which does the distribution of district heat more 
profitable. By using official statistics in other countries, this characteristic figure is relatively 
easy to estimate. The effective width is assumed to be relatively constant but tends to slowly 
decrease with an increased plot ratio. Although, it is hard to verify this since there are some 
disorders of park grounds in the districts. 
 
Gives the equation: 
y = 95.65e-0.61x    (Equ. 8) 
 
 

 
Chart 1. The effective width (A/L) as a function of plot ratio (a/A) for 39 detached house districts and  
and 34 multi-family house districts in Sweden.  
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5.6 Cost of district heating pipes in Sweden 

5.6.1 Method for estimating the cost 
By using the Swedish District Heating Association catalogue for cost of trench length of dis-
trict heating pipes (2007), an average cost for Swedish heating pipes have been estimated. The 
cost catalogue refers to the cost level when district heating pipes are put into the ground ac-
cording to the Swedish technical regulations issued by the Swedish District Heating Associa-
tion. The cost of district heating pipes depends on the dimension of the pipe and what kind of 
area they are placed in. For example has the centre of a city the highest cost, because of the 
construction costs and the resetting work. The Swedish District Heating Association has cho-
sen to use four categories; inner city (A), suburbs (B), park grounds (C) and development (D), 
[14].  
 
In this project the selected categories will be inner city and park grounds and instead of using 
the Swedish Crown as currency, Euro has been chosen. [1€ = 10 SEK] 

5.6.2 Qualify the investment expenditure per meter trench length 
Equation (1) estimates the investment expenditure per meter trench length. To qualify the 
average dimension dm of district heating pipes and the absolute terms C1 and C2 has varied 
methods been used. Table (5) shows the calculated average dimension of district heating pipes 
in DN-sizes, and category division for the 34 districts in Halmstad and Göteborg. Instead of 
apply the real pipe dimension in millimeter has the approximated figure in DN been used. 
Since equation (1) is a linear equation, the absolute terms C1 and C2 have been estimated for 
the categories of inner city and park grounds by using chart (2).  
 
C1 for inner city: 308 €/m  
C1 for park grounds: 163 €/m 
 
C2 for inner city 2180 €/m2  
C2 for park grounds 1486 €/m2 
 
Chart (3) shows the average dimension (dm) in DN as a function of the linear heat density for 
the 34 districts in Halmstad and Göteborg. By using equation (9) and the linear heat density is 
it possible to estimate the average dimension of district heating pipes (dm) in Slough.  
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Chart 2. The cost of district heating pipes in SEK/meter as a function of pipe dimensions in DN, for  
the categories of inner city (A), suburbs (B), park grounds (C) and development (D). Reproduction of 
a figure in [15], reproduced by permission. 
 

 
Chart 3. The average dimension (dm) in DN as a function of linear heat density for 34 districts in 
Halmstad and Göteborg.  
 
Gives the equation y = 86.80e0.067x   (Equ. 9) 
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Table 5. The average dimension (dm) in DN and category  
division for 34 district heating networks in Halmstad and  
Göteborg.  
Code  District Average DN Category City 

8103 Centrum Väster 113 Inner city Halmstad 
8107 Galgberget 97 Inner city Halmstad 
8202 Centrum Öster 93 Inner city Halmstad 
8203 Nyatorp 92 Park grounds Halmstad 
8206 Nyhem 93 Park grounds Halmstad 
8211 Linehed 95 Park grounds Halmstad 
8212 Andersberg 136 Park grounds Halmstad 
8213 Östra förstaden 141 Inner city Halmstad 
8301 Vallås väster 162 Park grounds Halmstad 
3304 Norra Kortedala 120 Park grounds Göteborg 
6201 Olskroken 164 Inner city Göteborg 
6202 Redbergslid 82 Park grounds Göteborg 
6204 Bagaregården 75 Park grounds Göteborg 
6208 Lunden 85 Park grounds Göteborg 
7112 Landala 129 Inner city Göteborg 
7113 Guldheden 111 Park grounds Göteborg 
7114 Lorensberg 154 Inner city Göteborg 
7115 Vasastaden 147 Inner city Göteborg 
8105 Masthugget 128 Inner city Göteborg 
8107 Haga 167 Inner city Göteborg 
8108 Annedal 134 Inner city Göteborg 
8109 Olivedal 119 Inner city Göteborg 

10509 Kaverös 153 Park grounds Göteborg 
10510 Flatås 209 Park grounds Göteborg 
10511 Högsbohöjd 190 Park grounds Göteborg 
10512 Högsbotorp 165 Park grounds Göteborg 
12513 Tofta 174 Park grounds Göteborg 
12515 Järnbrott 92 Park grounds Göteborg 
12517 Frölunda Torg 187 Park grounds Göteborg 
17709 Jättesten 64 Park grounds Göteborg 
18401 Brämaregården 158 Park grounds Göteborg 
18402 Kvillebäcken 117 Park grounds Göteborg 
18403 Slättadamm 76 Park grounds Göteborg 
18710 Sannegården 121 Park grounds Göteborg 
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6 Slough 

6.1 Area Classification 
Output Areas (OAs) are used across the United Kingdom as the base unit of 2001 Census out-
put. For further information about the original data source, see Appendix 2. 

6.2 Statistics Slough 
Slough is a town and unitary authority area located in the South East of England within the 
county of Berkshire. Slough is situated 35 km (22 miles) west of central London. 
According to the 2001 census, the population of Slough was 119 070, [16]. 
 
Table 6. Collected and evaluated data for the 15 city districts in Slough. 
LSOA 
Slough 

Population Ground 
Area (A) 
[km2] 

Residential 
living area 
(a) [m2] 

Total heat 
demand (Q) 
[MWh] 

004A 1705 0.14 45810 6361 
004C 1589 0.22 46480 6072 
004D 1506 0.21 46220 6100 
005A 1693 0.15 44520 6148 
005B 1505 0.13 42541 5594 
005C 1695 0.18 58720 7622 
007A 1882 0.32 132160 26249 
009C 1375 0.19 57400 6818 
009E 1536 0.39 154740 16031 
011A 1460 0.41 95620 10036 
011B 1265 0.41 296825 27054 
 012B 1448 0.17 61520 7650 
012C 1466 0.24 56740 7316 
 012D 1514 0.17 62140 7870 
012E 1369 0.30 54010 7248 
  

6.3 Characteristic figures Slough 
Table 7. Calculated characteristic figures based on the collected and evaluated  
data in Table 6. 
LSOA 
Slough 

Population 
Density 
(p=P/A)  

Specific heat 
demand 
(q=Q/a) 

Residential 
living area 
per capita 
 (rla = a/P) 

Plot 
Ratio 
(r=a/A) 

Heat Den-
sity (Q/A) 

004A 12179 139 27 0.33 0.045 
004C 7223 131 30 0.21 0.028 
004D 7171 132 31 0.22 0.029 
005A 11287 138 26 0.30 0.041 
005B 11577 131 28 0.33 0.043 
005C 9417 130 35 0.33 0.042 
007A 5881 199 70 0.41 0.082 
009C 7237 119 42 0.30 0.036 
009E 3938 104 100 0.40 0.041 
011A 3561 105 65 0.23 0.024 
011B 3085 91 235 0.72 0.066 
 012B 8518 124 45 0.36 0.045 
012C 6108 129 39 0.24 0.030 
 012D 8906 127 41 0.37 0.046 
012E 4563 134 39 0.18 0.024 
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6.4 Estimation of the effective width and the linear heat density 
In the planning stage of district heating, the only available information is the heat density in 
kWh per m2 ground area, [17]. The connection between linear density and heat density is: 
 
Linear heat density = Effective width * Heat density  (Equ. 10) 
 
It is possible to estimate the effective width by using equation (8). By this the effective width 
varies from 62 – 86 meter, with an average of 79 meter. For the calculated districts in Halm-
stad and Göteborg is the average effective width 111 meter. 
 
The collected data gives the heat density, and by using these figures the linear heat density 
can be estimated by equation (10) for the chosen districts in Slough. The linear heat density 
average for the districts is calculated to 3.19 MWh/m, which is slightly under the average 
Swedish network figure (3.30 MWh/m), [14] .The average linear heat density for the chosen 
districts in Halmstad and Göteborg gives a result of 5.05 MWh/m. 
 
Table 8. The estimated effective width and linear heat density  
for the 15 districts in Slough. 
LSOA 
Slough 

Effective 
width (A/L) 

Linear heat 
density 
(Qs/L) 
[MWh/m] 

004A 78 3.51 
004C 84 2.35 
004D 84 2.46 
005A 80 3.28 
005B 78 3.35 
005C 78 3.28 
007A 74 6.07 
009C 80 2.88 
009E 75 3.08 
011A 83 1.99 
011B 62 4.09 
012B 77 3.47 
012C 83 2.49 

 012D 76 3.50 
012E 86 2.06 

6.5 Capital cost 
The yearly capital cost kk can be expressed by the investment expenditure, an annual instal-
ment and the linear heat density, [4]. 
 
kk = a * (K/L) / (Qs/L) [€/MWh]    (Equ. 11) 
 
a = annual instalment [1/year] 
K/L = investment expenditure per meter trench length 
Qs/L = linear heat density [MWh/m] 
 
An annual instalment of 8 % (based on a 6 % interest over 25 years) has been assumed in the 
calculations. The investment expenditure per meter trench length has been determined by the 
absolute terms C1 and C2 in chapter 5.6.2. The average dimension in DN for the 15 districts in 
Slough has been estimated by equation (9).  
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Table 9. The average dimension (dm) in DN and  
category division  for 15 districts in Slough. 
LSOA 
Slough 

Average DN Category 

004A 110 Park grounds 
004C 102 Park grounds 
004D 102 Park grounds 
005A 108 Park grounds 
005B 109 Park grounds 
005C 108 Park grounds 
007A 130 Inner city 
009C 105 Inner city 
009E 107 Inner city 
011A 99 Inner city 
011B 114 Inner city 
012B 110 Park grounds 
012C 103 Park grounds 

 012D 110 Park grounds 
012E 100 Park grounds 

 
Chart (4) shows the capital cost as a function of plot ratio for respective district in Slough. 
Since the city centre is relatively small, the amounts of inner city districts are few. These have 
the highest capital cost and it varies from 6.8 to 21.1 €/MWh. In the park grounds categories 
varies the capital cost from 7.4 to 12.1 €/MWh. Chart (5) shows the capital cost as a function 
of plot ratio for the districts in Halmstad and Göteborg.  Both chart (4) and (5) shows figures 
estimated by the collected data and the capital cost will be hypothetical for the year of 2007. 
For the category of inner city varies the capital cost from 4.8 to 14.7 €/MWh, for park 
grounds varies the capital cost from 3.4 to 19.8 €/MWh.  
 
Table 10.The estimated capital cost €/MWh for nine districts in Halmstad,  
25 districts in Göteborg and 15 districts in Slough. 

Code  District 

Capital 
cost 
€/MWh 

LSOA 
Slough 

Capital 
cost 
€/MWh 

   8103 Centrum Väster 9.5 004A 7.4 
8107 Galgberget 14.7 004C 10.7 
8202 Centrum Öster 14.3 004D 10.2 
8203 Nyatorp 12.3 005A 7.9 
8206 Nyhem 8.5 005B 7.7 
8211 Linehed 11.5 005C 7.9 
8212 Andersberg 5.5 007A 7.8 
8213 Östra förstaden 10.4 009C 14.9 
8301 Vallås väster 14.7 009E 14.1 
3304 Norra Kortedala 7.1 011A 21.1 
6201 Olskroken 10.7 011B 10.9 
6202 Redbergslid 5.9 012B 7.5 
6204 Bagaregården 8.2 012C 10.1 
6208 Lunden 7.6  012D 7.5 
7112 Landala 5.2 012E 12.1 
7113 Guldheden 3.4   
7114 Lorensberg 9.4   
7115 Vasastaden 6.0   
8105 Masthugget 4.6   
8107 Haga 6.8   
8108 Annedal 4.8   
8109 Olivedal 5.2   
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10509 Kaverös 4.5   
10510 Flatås 4.4   
10511 Högsbohöjd 7.7   
10512 Högsbotorp 5.0   
12513 Tofta 4.5   
12515 Järnbrott 18.1   
12517 Frölunda Torg 4.3   
17709 Jättesten 19.8   
18401 Brämaregården 6.6   
18402 Kvillebäcken 9.4   
18403 Slättadamm 10.0   
18710 Sannegården 14.1   

 

 
Chart 4. The capital cost in €/MWh as a function of plot ratio for 15 districts in Slough.  
 

 
Chart 5.The capital cost in €/MWh as a function of plot ratio for 34 districts in Halmstad and 
Göteborg. 
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7 Conclusions 
Our conclusions are divided into three main parts: Demography, our method, and our capital 
cost estimation. 
 
By doing the survey of Slough the first problem was discovered; the lack of larger dwellings 
in United Kingdom. British people seems to prefer living in detached houses, semi detached 
houses and terrace-houses ahead of flats. Statistics for the residential living situation in Euro-
pean countries shows that there is a big variety in the residential living structure among the 
countries. In Sweden lives more than 50 % of the population in dwellings in multi-family 
houses, the number in United Kingdom is only 20 %. Instead lives the main population (about 
70 %) in United Kingdom in dwellings in urban single-family houses. The positive aspect is 
that the British residential area per capita is 37.5 m2, Swedish residential area per capita is 
44.5 m2, [18]. People in United Kingdom are living more compact then Swedish people, the 
houses are also located closer to each other then Swedish houses that seem to have a larger 
garden area. Since this thesis is focused on districts in Sweden dominated by larger dwellings 
it is hard to do a fair comparison to the districts in Slough. 
 
The goal was to develop an analytical method showing the actual distribution cost level for 
district heating in Sweden, by using the effective width. Chart (1) shows the effective width as 
a function of plot ratio. This is the first attempt ever to see the connection in an organized and 
analytical way. There is a possibility that the effective width is continuous but tends to slowly 
decrease with an increased plot ratio. Although, it is hard to verify this since there are some 
disorders of park grounds in the districts. These assumed disorder points depends on unclear 
input data, further researches within this problem formulation will have to find a clearer solu-
tion. 
 
The second task was to simulate and establish the capital cost depending on characteristic 
figures for a number of districts in Slough. The estimated capital cost for the 15 districts in 
Slough varies from 6.8 to 21.1 €/MWh for inner city districts and for park grounds categories 
varies the capital cost from 7.4 to 12.1 €/MWh. To make a conclusion, the values have been 
compared to the estimated capital cost for the 34 districts in Halmstad and Göteborg. For the 
category of inner city varies the capital cost from 4.8 to 14.7 €/MWh, for park grounds varies 
the capital cost from 3.4 to 19.8 €/MWh. This shows that the average capital cost for Slough 
is somewhat higher than the average capital cost for Halmstad and Göteborg. The difference 
in park grounds is small, with an average capital cost of 8.9 €/MWh for Slough and 8.8 
€/MWh for Halmstad and Göteborg. For the inner city areas is the difference larger with an 
average capital cost of 13.7 €/MWh in Slough and 8.5 €/MWh in Sweden. 
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8 Discussion 
The result from chart (1) shows that the effective width is assumed to be constant, although, it 
is hard to verify this since there are some disorders of park grounds in the districts. The disor-
der points are districts with a large ground area in relation to the meter of trench length of 
district heating pipes. Some of the districts have also an internal connected network system, 
why the meter of district heating pipes is not shown in the statistics. A number of district heat-
ing networks in Göteborg are not fully owned by Göteborg Energi, why the statistics here also 
may show an incorrect result. 
 
The 2008 price of natural gas in United Kingdom was 37.7 €/MWh (without taxes) for a me-
dium size households, [19]. The calculated values for Slough shows that the average capital 
cost for inner city districts is 13.7 €/MWh and 8.9 €/MWh for park grounds. The capital cost 
is more than half of the total distribution cost. Since the production cost is excluded in this 
thesis, it is hard for the authors to do an evaluation of the final cost for district heating in 
Slough. Although, when the capital costs are compared to the Swedish capital costs, they are 
slightly higher. The problem with comparing to another country is that the energy taxes in the 
countries may be different. Through a visit in Slough the 13th to 21st of April 2009, the au-
thors found that there are a number of existing plants heat surpluses nearby the city that could 
be connected to a district heating network and supply the city with heat. 
 
A project that is based on a large amount of collected data is impossible to surely secure the 
result, when the information in the many steps of the progress may have been subjected for 
mistakes or errors. It might be factors that the authors have been aware of from the beginning 
or problem that has shown up through the way. The focus on the thesis has been to collect 
data from two Swedish cities and implement them in another country. Throughout the work, it 
has appeared that there are differences between the two countries national statistics, which 
can make the result misleading. A large amount of statistics have been sorted and compiled, 
which can have been exposed for misinterpretations. 
 
One problem that emerged in the beginning of the project was the exclusion of small houses 
in Sweden. In every key code districts that have been presented in this thesis, there are a vari-
ous number of small houses located.  In the statistics part is only the residential living area for 
larger dwellings included but the population shows the number for the whole area. In some 
districts this may show a somewhat incorrect result. The second problem regards the difficul-
ties finding information about residential living areas. The municipalities in Halmstad and 
Göteborg are using varying searching methods, why the provided material has been sorted 
differently. The same problem occurred with the heat demands in the two cities. This has re-
sulted in the fact that not only information about larger dwellings is presented in the statistics, 
but also data from industries, special units as hospitals, schools and municipal buildings. In 
order to not prepossess the result in some direction has the number of residential living area 
been estimated in proportion to the heat demand. The trench length of district heating pipes 
are in some cases located exactly at the area boundary, which means that the number of meter 
pipes may in the reality be lower or higher for some districts.  
 
There were no official statistics to be found about heat demands and residential living areas in 
Slough for Lower Output areas (LSOA). Hence, evaluations have been made by standardized 
methods. The hardest problem was to estimate figures for non domestic buildings, to receive a 
more accurate result will the authors recommend to do this in a more detailed way in the fu-
ture. 
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The authors attended the event “Developing District Heating in the UK”, organized by BRE 
on April 20th 2009. Many interesting views and thoughts where expressed that has helped the 
authors to understand the potential of district heating in United Kingdom in a greater perspec-
tive.  Referring to the speakers of Ian Manders (Combined Heat and Power Association) and 
Robin Wiltshire (BRE), one of the greatest barriers for further district heating expansion in 
United Kingdom is the attitude among people against a centralized heating system. The line of 
thoughts is that district heating is a socialistic heating system that intrudes the individual op-
tion. United Kingdom has a long tradition of liberally thinking, this contributes to the difficul-
ties for district heating to establish. To succeed with a district heating expansion in Slough 
and among the country, the initiative must be governmentally and the local authorities must 
be supported with the tools they will need. It also includes collaboration between energy pro-
viders, investors, local communities and central and local governments. United Kingdom to-
gether with remaining countries in the European Union has climate targets to reduce green-
house gases, by using energy that otherwise would be wasted this targets would be easier to 
reach. Referring to another of the speakers at the earlier mentioned event, Robert Tudway 
(Department of Energy and Climate Change), the potential of district heating is estimated to 
20 % overall United Kingdom’s heat demand. This could save fuel, costs and carbon emis-
sions.  
 
District heating is often motivated by economical reasons. The base is that district heating can 
provide heat to a lower price than other heating systems can. Historically has the expansion of 
district heating networks in Sweden been financed by utilities. This factor made it easy to 
make fast decisions since the financier and the provider was within the same utility. Private 
companies focus on short-term profit, the cash flow is negative for a long time during the es-
tablishment of a new district heating systems, [20]. The situation in United Kingdom is differ-
ent since the tradition of a larger free market. This will probably make the financing question 
harder to solve. Another factor is also the natural gas resources of United Kingdom. The situa-
tion in Sweden was differently since the major fuel in heating systems has been heating oil. 
With varied oil prices and crises in the 1970’s the importance of finding a more reliable local 
heating system increased. The district heating systems in Sweden is still increasing though it 
soon will reach their mature maximum. Natural gas is a non renewable resource and the 
known resources today is estimated to last 50 to 70 more years, [21]. United Kingdom is to-
day a net importer of natural gas instead of being a net exporter, which makes it even importer 
to save fuel and considerate other heating options, [22]. 
  
According to this the authors believes that district heating has the potential to increase it mar-
kets shares in United Kingdom with government support. For example would tax discounts or 
some sort of premium for every supplied MWh heat be the solution. 
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Appendix 1 Maps, Göteborg and Halmstad 

 
Area classification in key code districts, Halmstad.  
Source: http://www.halmstad.se/prod/halmstad/statistik/dalis2.nsf/81921c9652f3471ac1256a 
5c002ea985/43b66805ff947267c1256c600034fdb8!OpenDocument

 
The district heating extension in Halmstad. 
Source: http://www.hem.se/extra/faq/?module_instance=5&action=question_show&id=1169 
&category_id=1015&grp=foretag 
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Area classification in key code districts, central and west Göteborg. 
Source: http://www4.goteborg.se/prod/G-info/statistik.nsf 
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Area classification in key code districts, central and north Göteborg. 
Source: http://www4.goteborg.se/prod/G-info/statistik.nsf 
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Area classification in key code districts, central Göteborg and Hisingen. 
Source: http://www4.goteborg.se/prod/G-info/statistik.nsf 
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The district heating extension in Göteborg. 
Source: http://www.goteborgenergi.se/Privat_Fjarrvarme_Mer_om_fjarrvarme_Karta_over_ 
fjarrvarmenatet_DXNI-2300_.aspx 
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Appendix 2 Area Classification Slough 
 
Output Area Dec 2003 to Super Output Area, Lower Layer Dec 2004 to Super Output 
Area, Middle Layer Dec 2004 (E+W) LU 

Abstract: 

This file is a look up between Output Areas (Dec 2003) and Super Output Ar-
eas, Lower Layer (Dec 2004) to Super Output Areas, Middle Layer (Dec 2004) 
in England and Wales. Output Areas (OAs) are used across the United King-
dom as the base unit of 2001 Census output. In England and Wales OAs are 
based on postcodes as at 2001 Census Day and fit within the boundaries of 
parishes and 2003 statistical wards. The minimum OA size is 40 resident 
households and 100 resident persons but the target size was rather larger at 125 
households. These size thresholds meant that unusually small wards and par-
ishes were merged into larger OAs. The 175,434 OAs in England (165,665) 
and Wales (9,769) were used as the building blocks for Lower and Middle 
Layer Super Output Areas (higher level statistical geographies). Super Output 
Areas (SOAs) are a geographic hierarchy designed to improve the reporting of 
small area statistics. Unlike electoral wards, the SOA layers are of consistent 
size across the country and will not be subjected to regular boundary change. 
The 34,378 Lower Layer SOAs in England (32,482) and Wales (1,896) were 
built from groups of Output Areas (typically 4 to 6) and constrained by the 
boundaries of the Standard Table (ST) wards used for 2001 Census outputs. 
They have a minimum population of 1,000. Lower Layer SOAs are used as the 
building block for Middle Layer SOAs. Super Output Areas (SOAs) are a geo-
graphic hierarchy designed to improve the reporting of small area statistics. 
Unlike electoral wards, the SOA layers are of consistent size across the country 
and will not be subjected to regular boundary change. In consultation with lo-
cal authorities, the 7,193 Middle Layer SOAs in England (6,780) and Wales 
(413) were built from groups of Lower Layer SOAs and constrained by the 
2003 local authority boundaries used for 2001 Census outputs. They have a 
minimum population of 5,000. It is intended that the Middle Layer SOAs will 
be used as the building block for Upper Layer SOAs when they are developed. 
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Places Definition 
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Appendix 3 Maps, Slough 

 
Map, Slough. 
Source: http://maps.google.co.uk/maps?hl=en&tab=wl 
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Area classification in Lower Output areas, Slough. 
Source: http://neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemination/AreaListMapSelection.do 


